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Happy New Year Nunn Better clients and friends!!
Don’t get stuck out in the cold—like the editor’s secretary
(below). Stay informed with the Nunn Better! Newsletter
this year to stay updated on news and happenings as well as
a few cute animal pictures thrown in for good measure.

Seneca Nunn, owner
Nunn Better! Pet Care

Important Contact List
Pima Animal Care Center
520-243-5900
Humane Society of Southern AZ
520-327-6088
ASPCA Animal Poison Control
(Web site link only)
Vet Specialty Center of Tucson
(animal emergency)
4909 N. La Canada Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85704
520-795-9955
Nunn Better! Pet Care
520-744-1126

MISSION

For Your Reading Enjoyment

Here is a suggested reading list to get you started off in the new
year; it includes a diverse group of animal-themed favorites.

1. Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk: A Modest Bestiary, by David
Sedaris:

Just Park It!

“What we have here is a unique and absurd collection
of what appear (on the surface) to be anthropomorphic
animal characters- squirrels, storks, cats, toads, turtles,
and of course a duck…” Amazon.com review.
2. Rose In A Storm, by Jon Katz:
I’ve never found a bad read from Katz. They are always
a pleasure and send you on a roller-coaster of human
emotions as you work your way through a tale of truth
or fiction, meant to teach us of the power of animals,
and the influence they can have on us.” Your editor
3. Man In The Woods, by Scott Spencer:
A man, a dog, a rest area, a thriller: not for the faint of
heart.

Listing and locations of offleash dog parks in the Tucson
area:
http://www.tucsonaz.gov/
parksandrec/offleash.php
www.pimaanimalcare.org/
petowners/
offleash_dogparks.asp

“Our doctors and staff are friendly and genuinely concerned
about your pet's welfare. We take pride in the professional
capabilities of each member of our staff. They are carefully
chosen not only for their abilities, but also for their love and
desire to help both pets and people.
Like human medicine, veterinary medicine is becoming
increasingly complex and sophisticated. New technologies and
new knowledge are a fact of life. We make every attempt to
continuously upgrade both our facilities and our skills. Our staff
members regularly attend continuing education seminars to
ensure their highest level of competency. We appreciate your
understanding when the doctor you may wish to see is not there
at that time - please be assured that these seminars are for the
benefit of your pet.” Northwest Pet Clinic
...and introducing Positive Paws Canine Behavioral Health
Center:
We are very proud and excited to announce that Northwest Pet
Clinic is expanding its services to include training and behavior
management. We have hired Carey Haas, CPDT-KA, Certified Pet
Dog Trainer, to help us build and implement our behavior
programs. She has been in the field of behavior and training for
15 years, and brings with her a wide range of fun and modern
techniques for training and behavior problem solving. Through
the Positive Paws Center we will offer a variety of classes and
private sessions to meet the behavior needs of your pet and
your family.
For example, the Pup Start™program is designed to get your
puppy ready for the real world. We teach basic commands as
tools, and help puppies learn to use their "tools" not only in the
classroom but also on walks, when guests come over, and other
challenging situations. Carey will also be doing individual
sessions to help resolve problem behaviors. The goal for
individual sessions is to help dogs develop methods to feel calm
in everyday situations that have previously been stressful, which
results in a reduction of inappropriate behaviors. Once the dogs
have progressed through their classes or their individual
sessions, they will have several choices of fun activities to
participate in, such as hospital visits/therapy and dog sports.
These activities can be great fun for the whole family. We will
also have a Doggy Day School, where you can drop your dog off
for the day for some fun socializing, and to practice his/her
lessons.
The Positive Paws Canine Behavioral Health Center will be up
and running in the beginning of 2011. However, Carey is taking
appointments for individual sessions starting December 1, 2010.
Please feel free to call the clinic for more information: 520-7424148.
We are also proud to announce that we have made an addition
to our services, in order to provide improved patient care. We
now have a Patient Transport Service. We can pick your pet up
at your home for routine care, saving you the hassle of battling
traffic—we will pick your pet up in the morning, take care of his/
her needs here at the clinic, and arrange for drop off at home in
the evening. We can also help you in an urgent situation, if you
are not able to transport your pet yourself. Charges apply, and
vary depending on the distance we need to travel from the
clinic. **(We are not able to transport pet owners).

Upcoming Events
Ankle Lickers—An info gathering meeting (no pets at this
first meeting), in order to determine interest and logistics
for a weekly small dog playgroup.
Date: Sat. Jan 15, 2011
Time: Noon-3:00pm
Venue: Denny’s 3655 E.
Speedway, Tucson, AZ. (520)
297-9101 or email tallyrobbins@yahoo.com
2nd Annual Southern Arizona
Horse Expo
Date: Jan 15 & 16, 2011
Time: see flyer link
Venue: University of Arizona
Farm (Campbell & Roger),
Tucson, AZ
Health Clinic: Sponsored by
the Cavalier King Charles
Spaniel Club, partnering with
Vet Specialty Center of Tucson. (CERF exam, hip & elbow
x-rays, OFA, thyroid tests).
Date: Jan 29, 2011
Time: email Dhahir@cox.net
for time or call VSC for info.
Venue: Veterinary Specialty
Center of Tucson, 4909 N. La
Canada Dr., Tucson, AZ 85704
FEBRUARY is Adopt A Rescued Rabbit Month: click here
to find a local rabbit rescue
SAVE THE DATE-March 5,
2011: 10th Arizona Animal
Fair
Time: 10am-4pm
Venue: Reid Park
The perfect gift for any
occasion: a Nunn Better! Pet
Care gift certificate. You can
redeem these certificates for
either our services or for any
item in our online
marketplace.
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To Make A Reservation:

To Make A Payment:

To remove your name from our mailing list, please email news@nunnbetterpetcare.com and write
“unsubscribe” in the subject line. Please note: if you request to be removed from the Nunn
Better! newsletter you will not receive any email communication from Nunn Better! and all
arrangements will need to be made by phone.
Questions or comments? E-mail us at news@nunnbetterpetcare.com.

**ATTENTION CLIENTS: If you are needing a service, such as a house visit, or pet sit, etc., PLEASE
email info@nunnbetterpetcare.com; or, call 520-744-1126, and not the address for the
newsletter. Services or reservations cannot be expedited via the newsletter contact email.**

***Please inquire at the appropriate contact or Web site if interested in an upcoming event: every
effort is made to keep events current, but no guarantee is made as to the reliability of information
unless confirmed.

